Precise Point Positioning (PPP) has become a very hot topic in GNSS research and applications. However, it usually takes about several tens of minutes in order to obtain positions with better than 10 cm accuracy. This prevents PPP from being widely used in real-time kinematic positioning services, therefore, a large effort has been made to tackle the convergence problem. One of the recent approaches is the ionospheric delay constrained precise point positioning (IC-PPP) that uses the spatial and temporal characteristics of ionospheric delays and also delays from an a priori model. In this paper, the impact of the quality of ionospheric models on the convergence of IC-PPP is evaluated using the IGS global ionospheric map (GIM) updated every two hours and a regional satellite-specific correction model. Furthermore, the effect of the receiver differential code bias (DCB) is investigated by comparing the convergence time for IC-PPP with and without estimation of the DCB parameter. From the result of processing a large amount of data, on the one hand, the quality of the a priori ionosphere delays plays a very important role in IC-PPP convergence. Generally, regional dense GNSS networks can provide more precise ionosphere
Introduction
Precise Point Positioning (PPP) was firstly proposed by Zumberge et al. [1] and a position accuracy of about 2 cm was demonstrated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) with daily dual-frequency data at a single station using precisely estimated satellite orbits and clocks and Earth rotation parameters [1] . Kouba and Heroux verified the PPP technique and confirmed that the positioning accuracy could reach centimeter level using the precise orbits and clocks provided by the International GNSS Service (IGS) [2] . Afterwards, PPP has gained more and more attention due to its cost-efficiency, global coverage and flexibility and became a very useful positioning tool in a number of applications, such as in crustal deformation monitoring (Azua et al. [3] ), GPS meteorology (Gendt et al. [4] ), precise orbit determination of low Earth orbit satellites (Bock et al. 2003) [5] and high-accuracy kinematic positioning for moving platforms (Gao [6] ).
Bar-Sever et al. reported the development of the NASA global differential GPS system [7] . Based on the global real-time precise orbit and clock products, PPP was demonstrated to be able to provide real-time kinematic positioning services to meet the requirements of a large number of applications.
Since then, real-time PPP services have been considered a hot topic in GNSS research and development. On the one hand, large efforts have been made to improve the accuracy of the IGS precise orbit and clock products, from 30 cm to 40 cm in the early stages to an optimization of 2.5 cm for orbits and from 1 ns to 2 ns to better than 0.1 ns for clocks (Ye [8] ; Geng [9] ). On the other hand, PPP itself has been improved steadily. IGS launched its Real-Time Pilot Project (RTPP) aiming at the infrastructure for data collection and communication, the data processing technique and the associated standards for providing such a service. In recent years, IGS has been vigorously promoting real-time GNSS service by operationally providing real-time GNSS orbit and clock products under the frame of RTPP. Nowadays, real-time PPP has become the new focus of future precise positioning services.
One of the major concerns in real-time PPP is that usually it takes about 30 min in order to obtain positions with accuracy better than 10 cm. The PPP positioning accuracy and convergence are mainly influenced by the observing geometry between the station and GPS satellites (Li and Shen [10] ), the quality of pseudorange observations and the phase continuity (Teunissen [11] ), etc. To improve its accuracy and to shorten the convergence time, approaches for PPP ambiguity resolution were developed by estimating the Un-calibrated Phase Delay (UPD) (Ge et al. [12] ) or mitigating the UPD into satellite clocks (Laurichesse and Mercier [13] ; Colinns et al. [14] ). Although, these approaches were demonstrated to be efficient in accuracy improvement and convergence, it still takes about 10 to 25 min for a reliable fix depending on the quality of the pseudoranges which are needed for resolving wide-lane ambiguities (Geng [9] ; Li et al. [15] ).
As is well known, the first-order ionosphere delay can be eliminated by forming an ionosphere-free observation. Although ionospheric delays in phase and range are expressed by the same ionospheric delay parameter, it is eliminated as different ones for phase and range. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal characteristics of the ionospheric delays and an available a priori correction model, which are implemented as constraints to enhance PPP using single-frequency observations (Beran et al. [16] ; Shi et al. [17] ), could not be considered for possible improvement. Juan et al. [18, 19] developed an enhanced PPP approach where ionospheric model corrections are applied as constraints on the combined ionospheric observations although ionosphere-free observations are used. Alternatively, Li et al. proposed PPP using raw GNSS observations with ionospheric parameters with aforementioned constrained and confirmed its improvement on PPP performance in terms of both accuracy and convergence [15] . In this contribution, we investigate the impact of the accuracy of ionospheric delay correction models on PPP performance. The effect of receiver Differential Code Bias (DCB) and its handling are also studied with a large data set.
After a brief introduction of the observation equations, the mathematical model of the ionosphere delay constrained PPP (IC-PPP) is presented, with details on the ionospheric constraints and DCB parameterization. Then, the data processing scenarios are illustrated for assessing the impact of the quality of ionospheric corrections and the effect of receiver DCB and its estimation. Results from a large GPS data set will be presented and discussed.
Ionospheric Delay Constrained PPP Algorithm
In order to discuss the details of the IC-PPP model, we first introduce the basic GNSS observation equations. Then, an approach to generate satellite-specified ionospheric corrections based on dense regional reference networks is discussed. Of course the temporal and spatial constraints imposed on ionospehric parameters and the DCB parameterization are also presented to complete the IC-PPP algorithm.
Basic Observation Equations
The observation equations of the pseudorange and carrier-phase at frequency band f i can be expressed as:
where, the units in the equations above are SI units; c is the speed of light in vacuum; s and r represent satellites and receivers, respectively; P and L are pseudorange and carrier phase observation in length, respectively; δt r and δt s represent receiver and satellite clock offset, respectively; ρ denotes the geometry distance between the receiver and satellite; ρ trop and ρ ion represent troposphere and ionosphere delays;  are satellite and receiver DCB between pseudoranges at different frequencies, respectively; i  is coefficient transforming DCB's effect on pseudorange at frequency i based on the satellite clock datum, i.e.,
From Equations (1) and (3), it is very clear that PC and LC are formed independently. In other words, the ionospheric delay parameter in phases is eliminated without considering the range observations with the same ionospheric delay parameter and the same is true for forming the PC observations. This means that the ionospheric parameters in phase and range are treated as different ones and thus it is not equivalent to the elimination of the parameters in a total least square adjustment. By the way, in this combination, the noises of pseudorange and carrier-phase are magnified by a factor of 3.
In order to avoid aforesaid disadvantages of the LC-PPP using Equation (3), IC-PPP is developed where Equations (1) and (2) with the ionospheric delay along the line of sight (LOS) of satellite as unknown parameter are utilized to consider all associated ionospehric constraints in the estimation. The details on the ionospheric constraints and the models will be discussed in the next subsections.
Ionosphere Delay Correction Models
Dual-frequency GNSS observations at ground networks are the basic information for reconstructing ionospheric delay models for both ionosphere study and precise positioning. The ionosphere delay models could be generated at global or regional scales, corresponding to the coverage of the reference networks.
The global model is usually expressed in the form of spherical harmonic functions or grids, for example, the global ionospheric map (GIM) by CODE (Schaer [20] ) or by JPL (Mannucci et al. [21] ). In the global model recovery, it is assumed that the electronic density of the atmosphere is concentrated on a layer at a fixed height, e.g., 350 km. Under this assumption, the slant delays from GNSS observations are expressed by the vertical total electronic content (VTEC) and a mapping function. Then, the coefficients of the spherical harmonic function are estimated to represent the VTEC [20] .
For a LOS path of an observed satellite, the position of the ionosphere pierce point (IPP), i.e., the intersection point of the path and the single layer, is computed and then the VTEC at the IPP is calculated using the GIM harmonic spherical coefficients. Then, the VTEC is mapped to slant through a mapping function, for example, the SLMP function (Schaer [22] ).
Due to the inaccuracy of the assumption and the mapping function, and the limited station density, the Root Mean Square (RMS) of a global model is usually of about 0.0~0.9 m (Herná ndez-Pajares et al. [23] ) in GPS L1 and varies in different regions. Therefore, ionosphere correction models is also suggested to be constructed based on PPP results of regional reference networks in the form of slant delays of all reference stations to an individual satellite (Tu et al. [24] ). For the regional model, PPP is undertaken for all the reference stations with known coordinates and even receiver DCBs, so that slant ionospheric delays for each LOS can be calculated and serve as ionospheric model. As illustrated in Figure 1 , for a LOS of a client receiver, the three closest reference stations are selected and based on their PPP-solved ionospheric delays on the LOS to the same satellite, the ionospheric delays of the client receiver is interpolated according to their geographical locations. It is assessed that there is very slight difference in the interpolated values using coordinates of the ground stations (A, B, C and D in Figure 1 
Ionospheric Delay Constraints
First of all, the calculated slant ionospheric delay from an a priori model can be imposed as a constraint on the ionospheric parameter of the associated observations. The constraint can be expressed in form of the following pseudo observation equation:
where, 1 ,ion  and 2 ion  are the ionospheric delay calculated from the a priori model and its standard deviation (STD), respectively. As is well known, the accuracy of the calculated delays from the global and regional models have quite different quality. Even for the delays from the same model, their accuracy could vary in time and space. Therefore, the STD should be fine-tuned:
where E is the satellite elevation; B is the latitude of IPP; t is the corresponding local time of the observation epoch at the IPP (0 h~24 h); 2 0 , ion  is the variance of the zenith delay either given by the model or converted from the VTEC variance which is around 0.4 m for GIM; 2 1 , ion  is also about 0.4 m for tuning the variation of ionospheric delay's variance along latitude and local time. For the regional model, the STD of the interpolated slant delay can be estimated according to the binterpolation method and the variance of slant ionospheric delay from PPP technique, usually, 2 ion  is about 0.4 m.
In addition to the a priori model constraint, the slant ionospheric delays for an individual satellite-receiver pair can be expressed by a stochastic process as follows:
represent the dynamic noise of slant ionospheric delay.
DCB Modeling
Besides the ionospheric delay, the receiver DCB must also be handled differently in LC-PPP and IC-PPP. As usual, satellites DCB must be corrected using the values associated with the clock product. In LC-PPP, the receiver DCB biases all LC ranges by a constant which is absorbed by the receiver clock parameter, therefore, we do not have to consider it. By the way, the DCB of PC measurement is also defined as zero (Dach et al. [26] ). However, in IC-PPP, DCB has different effect on ranges of different frequency-bands or tracking methods. These effects cannot be compensated by the receiver clock anymore. As is well known, receiver DCB should be estimated as unknown if no precise value is available. Otherwise, both range observations are contaminated and as a consequence convergence will be delayed. In this paper, receiver DCB will be estimated as an unknown parameter in the IC-PPP. As the temporal variations of DCBs are small and in the characteristics of a random process (Wilson et al. [27] ), receiver DCB can be parameterized with the following equation:
where q is the power density of the random process, usually it is about 0.01/ h .
Experimental Data Processing
In order to evaluate the impact of the quality of ionospheric delay corrections and the receiver DCBs, three PPP modes are employed in the experimental test: PPP using ionosphere-free observations (LC-PPP), PPP using raw observations with ionospheric delay constraints, i.e., ionospheric delays constrained PPP (IC-PPP), and the IC-PPP with receiver DCB parameter (IC-PPP + DCB). The parameters of the three PPP modes are listed in Table 1 and the constraints of the parameters used in the experimental test are also listed in the last column. With the above-mentioned PPP modes, data from the IGS global network and data from the Crustal Movement Observation Network of China (CMONOC) are processed. For the IGS network, GIM data provided by IGS is used to calculate ionospheric delay correction as constraints in IC-PPP and IC-PPP + DCB, while for the CMONOC network, a reference network is defined for constructing regional ionospheric correction as explained in Section 2.2 and then applied for the client stations as ionospheric constraint for IC-PPP and IC-PPP + DCB. The details of the IGS and CMONOC networks and data sets will be presented Sections 4 and 5, respectively, together with results.
For each of the network, the estimated station positions and convergence time are compared with the known values and against each other, respectively, for assessing their performance. For the IC-PPP and IC-PPP + DCB modes, the estimated ionospheric delays are all interpreted for validating their advantages.
In PPP solutions, the weight of pseudoranges and carrier phases at different elevations are calculated using the following formula (Gendt et al. [4] ):
where E is the satellite elevation (the cut off angle is set to 10°), P is the corresponding observation weight; 2 o  is the observation noise variance. The noises of all the virtual observations are listed in Table 1 .
IGS Data Analysis
For the IGS network, about 300 IGS stations are selected and data from the days 024 to 040, 2012 at the sampling rate of 30 s are processed to evaluate the performance of the three PPP approaches Figure 2 shows the station distribution. In general, there are many more stations in the Northern hemisphere than in the Southern one and quite a few stations in the region close to the equator. Table 2 shows the number of stations in different latitude zones. The GIM is involved in providing a priori ionospheric delays for IC-PPP and IC-PPP + DCB. 
Static PPP Results
The daily estimated station coordinates of the three processing scenarios are compared with the related IGS weekly solutions. The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the coordinate differences in the NEU is shown in Table 3 . From the RMS, the three solutions can achieve very similar position accuracy, about 4 mm, 4 to 9 mm and 14 mm in the north, east and vertical directions, respectively. However, the east component of the IC-PPP without DCB parameter is about 9 mm, significantly larger than that of the other two of about 6 mm. This is most likely due to the neglect of the receiver DCBs. Figure 3 shows the histogram distribution of the differences between the slant ionospheric delays interpolated from GIM and estimated by the IC-PPP + DCB processing scenario. The RMS of slant ionospheric delays' difference at L1 frequency is 0.61 m, which is about 3.7 TECU. However, GIM, a widely accepted ionospheric delay model, has been fully validated by many technologies and data, and been proved that its RMS is about 2~8 TECU (Le et al. [28] ; Herná ndez-Pajares et al. [23] ). Therefore the PPP derived ionosphere slant delay is reasonable. As the single layer assumption and the ionosphere mapping function employed in the GIM recovery will certainly limit the resulted model accuracy, the directly estimated slant delays by the IC-PPP + DCB solution should be better than that of GIM. The differences between IGS and IC-PPP + DCB derived DCBs are shown in Figure 3 . The RMS of 0.33 ns confirms an excellent agreement of the estimated DCB with the IGS released ones which fluctuate around 1.0 ns (Hernandez-Pajares et al. [29] ). In IC-PPP, there is a strong correlation between the ionosphere delay and the receiver DCB, which means that there should be a priori information used to constrain receiver DCB or the slant ionospheric delays. However, as Equations (6) and (7) indicate, the mean and dynamic variation characteristic of slant ionospheric delays and receiver's DCB are different from each other, but the derived slant ionospheric delay and DCB results show consistency with IGS. Then, the settings discussed in the section above for IC-PPP + DCB are reasonable, and IC-PPP + DCB is a good solution to invert the slant ionospheric delay.
Kinematic PPP Convergence
To test PPP convergence performance, the daily data are divided into 12 sessions each of two hours. Seven days' data at 300 IGS stations are processed in two-hour sessions, so that a total of 24,521 re-convergence sessions should be involved after removing those sessions missing data. However, there are some sessions that failed in PPP convergence within one hour, and then are removed too. As the last column in Figure 4 shows, in total the valid arcs make up more than 99%. Figure 4 shows the percentage of the converged sessions along with observing time. Here, a converged session means the accuracy of its horizontal components is better than 10 cm. From Figure 4 , within 30 min 91.8%, 80.5% and 93.1% of the sessions converged to 10 cm in horizontal for the processing scenarios IC-PPP + DCB, IC-PPP without DCB parameter, and LC-PPP, respectively.
The larger convergence percentage of IC-PPP + DCB compared with that of the IC-PPP demonstrates that the receiver DCB has a strong impact on IC-PPP convergence. However, it is unexpected that the 93.10% of the LC-PPP solution is slight better than that of IC-PPP + DCB. The possible explanation might be the quality of the GIM is not good enough during this period for mitigating the range noise for better positioning accuracy. To further study the convergence, the convergence time for stations located in different latitudes are shown in Figure 5 for the three solutions IC-PPP (left), IC-PPP + DCB (middle) and LC-PPP (right). Generally, the left and the middle sub-plots indicate that the convergence time of IC-PPP + DCB accelerates along with the increase of latitude, except for the latitude zone close to the equator where there are rather few stations and the ionosphere equator peaks locate. This trend almost disappears in the right sub-plot where ionospheric delays is eliminated instead of corrected using GIM. Obviously, this trend coincides with the accuracy variations along latitude of GIM too. To show the effect of the receiver DCB, the convergence time against the receiver DCB is plotted in Figure 6 for IC-PPP + DCB (top), IC-PPP (middle) and their difference (bottom). The criteria for the time of IC-PPP + DCB and IC-PPP are converging into 10 cm in all three dimensional components.
There is an obvious trend in the IC-PPP where DCB is ignored. It indicates that the convergence time becomes longer as the receiver DCB increases. The trend disappears in the IC-PPP + DCB solution where the receiver DCB is estimated. The mean convergence time improvement from IC-PPP to IC-PPP + DCB is about 7.3 min, nearly 30% as a percentage. As Figure 6 shows, the bigger the receiver DCB, the larger the improvement becomes. The maximum improvement can reach about 50%~60%. In the case of small receiver DCBs, estimating DCBs will weaken the solution and lead to a longer convergence time which is shown as a negative difference in the bottom panel. 
CMONOC Data Analysis
In order to investigate the impact of the ionospheric correction model on the PPP performance, the Crustal Movement Observation Network of China (CMONOC) is exploited since it can provide more continuous GNSS tracking sites for PPP using regional ionospheric model. There are about 160 stations on DOY 218~224, 2012 that are selected and divided into two groups: a reference network comprising about 85 stations with a inter-station distance of about 320 km and the others as PPP test stations as shown in Figure 7 .
The reference network is used to generate the satellite-specified slant ionosphere delays with the IC-PPP + DCB solution. In the processing, the satellite DCB is calibrated using the IGS products and the station coordinate is fixed to the IGS-like weekly solution. Furthermore, forward and backward filtering are carried out, so that the derived ionospheric delays could achieve an accuracy of better than 2.0 TECU. Then the slant delays at the test stations can be calculated by the linear interpolation of the estimated slant delays of the nearby reference stations. These satellite-specified corrections are referred as to China Regional Model (CRM). Correspondingly, GIM is also used to provide the a priori ionosphere delay in the same way as for the aforesaid IC-PPP for IGS stations. To compare their performance, five PPP solutions are carried out, namely, LC-PPP, IC-PPP + DCB using GIM, IC-PPP using GIM, IC-PPP + DCB using CRM and IC-PPP using CRM. Figure 7 . Distribution of the 160 selected CMONOC stations. Red stars represent the reference stations for generating regional ionospheric corrections and green dots indicate PPP test stations.
Slant Ionospheric Delays from CMONOC
To assess the quality of ionospehric corrections, the data of the 75 test stations is also processed in the same way as for the 85 sites, so that the slant ionospheric delays can be directly estimated from the observations. The estimated delays can be served as reference values to assess the quality of the interpolated corrections from CRM and GIM. As Figure 8 shows, the RMS of the interpolated CRM slant delays is about 0.21 m with respect to the reference values, while the RMS of the GIM derived slant delays is about 0.55 m. This indicates that slant delays from the CRM are generally much more precise than those derived from GIM. 
Initial Positioning Results
The initial positioning accuracy of IC-PPP is mainly affected by the level of pseudorange noises, residuals of a priori ionosphere delays, and receiver DCB if all other systematic errors are corrected. For LC-PPP, the main factor is the noise of the ionosphere-free pseudorange.
The coordinate estimates of the first three epochs of all the test sessions at all sites are compared with the ground true and the residuals are plotted in Figures 9 and 10 for horizontal and vertical components, respectively, and each sub-plot is for one PPP processing mode. Obviously, IC-PPP + DCB using the regional ionospehric model corrections provides the best accuracy both in horizontal and height components, since CRM provides better ionosphere delays than GIM, and receiver DCB is estimated to avoid any possible systematic bias in pseudoranges. As Figure 9 shows, IC-PPP + DCB using CRM and LC-PPP are almost unbiased in the horizontal, but the other three PPP schemes are clearly biased in initial horizontal positioning. In Figure 9 , IC-PPP using CRM is biased by around 0.1 m, which is mainly due to the neglect of receiver DCBs, while horizontal components of the IC-PPP using GIM and IC-PPP + DCB using are biased by about 0.3 m. The major reason is most likely due to the poor quality of GIM for which only seven stations over the Chinese territory sites are used.
From Figure 10 , the effect of DCB in IC-PPP is mainly on the height accuracy and causes a biased height at the level of about −2 m~−3 m. If receiver DCB is estimated, as shown in Figure 10 , the height bias is decreased within 0.20 m~0.40 m and the RMS is about 1.0 m, which is at the same level of that of the LC-PPP. This is reasonable since the synthesized noise in IC-PPP is in the level of several decimeters and the VDOP is usually more than 1.0. 
Kinematic PPP Convergence
The analysis above shows that the convergence of the IC-PPP + DCB should be faster than that of LC-PPP if the quality of the a priori ionosphere corrections is good enough. From the initial positioning analysis, the CMONOC regional dense GNSS network could provide better priori-ionosphere delays for a better convergence for the IC-PPP. The 75 test stations are processed using the above-mentioned five PPP solutions for evaluating their convergence. The data are divided into the two-hour sessions and processed in the same way as for the aforesaid test with IGS stations. Sessions with convergence time longer than 60 min are excluded in the statistics. Figure 11 shows the statistics of the convergence time of the five processing schemes. From the result, the convergence of IC-PPP + DCB using CRM is apparently faster than that of IC-PPP + DCB using GIM and IC-PPP using CRM. Taking the PPP convergence time for position accuracy of 10 cm as an example, as shown in Figure 11 , 91% of the sessions can converge within 30 min, 84% within 20 min and 63% within 10 min. The corresponding percentages of the converged sessions for IC-PPP + DCB using GIM are 86%,72%, 39% , and 71%,54% and 32% for IC-PPP using CRM. Figure 12 provides the mean convergence time of the 75 CMONOC stations on the days 218 to 224, 2012. The daily mean convergence time is the average of that of the 900 two-hour sessions of the 75 sites. For IC-PPP + DCB solutions, using CRM could shorten the convergence time, as shown in Figure 12 from 16 min to 11 min compared to that using GIM. For IC-PPP using CRM with DCB parameter, the mean convergence time is greatly reduced from 21 min without the DCB parameter to 11 min. This improvement is under the condition that the receiver DCBs for those 75 sites are almost all around 10 to 12 ns, since all CMONOC receivers are of the same type, Trimble Net R8, while in the IGS network, various types of receivers are deployed and the DCBs are quite different and vary from 0 ns to more than 50 ns, as shown in Figure 6 . Comparing IC-PPP + DCB using CRM with LC-PPP, the convergence time could still be shortened from 15 min of the latter one to 11 min. This improvement was not recognized for PPP with IGS stations using GIM presented before because of the limited accuracy of the GIM. As discussed above, the precision of slant ionospheric delays of the regional model is about 0.2 m. Thus, the synthesized noise of IC-PPP + DCB is about 
Conclusions
The impact of the quality of ionospheric model corrections and receiver DCBs on the convergence of the IC-PPP is investigated through the analysis of a large amount of data. In IC-PPP solution, receiver DCB has significant influence on its convergence. The bigger the DCB, the slower the PPP converges.
Estimating receiver DCB in IC-PPP solution is a proper way to overcome the problem. The results, which are derived from 300 IGS sites using GIM as a priori ionospheric delays, indicate that the convergence time can be reduced from 254 min to 18 min which is an average improvement of about 28%.
The accuracy of the a priori ionosphere delays is also very critical for IC-PPP and IC-PPP+DCB convergence. Regional dense GNSS networks can provide more accurate ionosphere delays than IGS GIM, thus shortening the convergence time. With the CMONOC regional network, the convergence time is reduced from 16 min using IGS GIM to 11 min, which is about a reduction of about 30%.
Therefore, we strongly suggest that receiver DCB should be estimated in current IC-PPP and regional satellite-specific ionospheric correction models should be utilized in order to speed up its convergence for wider applications.
